Knowledge 4 Powerz!!

by Kevin Doyle

PANEL 1. The HOST of the gameshow “Knowledge 4 Powerz!!” holds up a microphone,
preparing to ask a question with mock seriousness. Host is an attractive, energetic man in his
mid-40s and a flashy suit. Behind him is a glitzy sign giving the name of the game.
1. HOST:
For pyrokinesis, your question is…
PANEL 2. Host excitedly asks the question, facing and pointing at GABE with a smile on his
face. Gabe is a nerdy man in his early 20s, wearing large glasses, a simple polo shirt, khaki pants
and short cropped hair. He is currently floating in midair, holding on to a plastic podium with his
name on it as he excitedly answers the question.
2. HOST (BURSTING):
Henry V of England won what famous battle on the day of St. Crispin?
3. GABE (BURSTING):
The battle of Agincourt!
4. HOST (BURSTING):
That is absolutely correct!
PANEL 3. Gabe holds up one hand and projects a burst of flame from it, testing his new
pyrokinetic powers with a bemused expression. Host grins conspiratorially at Gabe as he
gestures to something off panel.
5. SFX (CONTESTANT’S HAND):
Fwoosh
6. HOST:
Okay Gabe, you now have the powers of pyrokinesis, super-strength, flight,
teleportation, and the ability to talk to and control all marsupials!
7. HOST:
You can keep these powers, or trade them all for tonight’s grand prize…
PANEL 4. A large screen with “Power Board” on the top displays a heart overlaid with the
symbol for infinity. Next to the screen, an attractive “Vanna White” type woman in a sequined
gown gestures to the board and smiles.
8. HOST (OFF PANEL, BURSTING): …immortality!
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PANEL 5. Contestant shouts with glee as he makes his selection. Host has one arm around
Contestant he celebrates Contestant’s choice.
9. GABE (BURSTING):
I’ll take immortality!
10. HOST (BURSTING):
Congratulations! You now have the power of eternal life! *
PANEL 6. Gabe, wasted away to a dessicated corpse, lies in a futuristic hospital bed, with tubes
running in and out of it connected to various machines. He still wears the same glasses on his
head from before. He is in a state of living death, wasting away but kept alive by his immortality.
11. CAPTION:
*eternal youth not included.
END
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